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• When faced with a set of numbers, many business owners’ eyes glaze over…..

• But, you need to get your head around the sorts of numbers contained in this 
document if you’re going to build and lead your company successfully

• Remember, you don’t need to prepare the numbers or perform every function to do 
with your company’s accounts.

• So, all I can say is: if you don’t do this, and don’t get your head around the numbers, 
you’ll never have real control of what’s happening in your own company.

• So dive in and get comfortable with what the numbers show you.

WARNING
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Thank you for downloading this Strategic Mini-Review. I hope you are ready to take a fresh 
perspective on your business that could ultimately transform your focus and your results.

Your business will frequently hijack your time and focus for operational matters, to the exclusion 
of focusing on strategy. This constant need to drive the business on a daily basis can feel 
overwhelming because of the complexity that has also come with growth. There are now way 
more moving parts to manage!

You need to see your business through a more strategic lens.

This mini-review is just that. It gives you 3 simple strategies to apply to your business right now, 
that will help to realign your focus onto the right strategies for the best outcomes in three key 
areas – your customers, your products and services, and your people. 

If you need help to work on this, ask your finance manager, accountant or bookkeeper. 

Remember these indicators are just that. In order to make decisions in your business regarding 
customers, products or services and number of people you employ, you will need to dive deeper 
into all the circumstances and considerations within your own company.

These strategies are first steps only, but will help you start taking control of your business today.

So, let’s move onto the first strategy!
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Introduction
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Assessing and understanding what’s really going on in your customer base, and getting the 
mix right, can transform your business.

More customers need more servicing, more management and usually more people.  Some 
will be a good fit for your business and others won’t.

Some will be very profitable and others won’t.

Here’s a strategic tool for how to drill down a level into your customer base.
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1. Assess the value of your CUSTOMERS
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ACTION PLAN

1. Enter all your customers from the last three years (or five if you have that available) into a 

spreadsheet. Include the following fields in this order from the left hand column across to the 

right:

a) Company/Client name

b) Total annual value 3 years ago

c) Total annual value 2 years ago

d) Total annual value last year

e) Total expected/forecast value this year

f) Total cumulative value

An example is shown over the page. Your client value spreadsheet for the last three years 
will look something like this, depending on how many clients or customers you have.
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Note: If you don’t have this information easily available, ask your accountant, 
bookkeeper or finance manager to do this exercise for you.
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CLIENT VALUE ASSESSMENT - for Amiable Accountants Inc.

Value Value Value Total
Client Name 3 Years Ago 2 Years Ago Last Year Value
ABC Software - 3,200 2,700 5,900 
About Face Cosmetics 2,800 2,600 5,500 10,900 
Acme Trading 1,200 1,800 - 3,000 
Altmodisch Architects 15,000 23,500 17,900 56,400 
Beesting Beauty 1,000 1,900 1,800 4,700 
Butch Building Company 34,700 22,900 11,800 69,400 
Cinderella Interiors - 7,600 - 7,600 
Diablo Actuaries 6,700 - - 6,700 
Eaglehawk Ventures 9,800 21,000 28,700 59,500 
Horatio Ceramics 2,400 3,900 8,760 15,060 
Kitsch Kitchens 29,200 8,500 6,600 44,300 
Machiavelli Marketing - 3,400 2,100 5,500 
Nouvelle Catering 2,700 3,000 7,800 13,500 
Poseidon Pools 21,200 26,800 33,000 81,000 
Roughshod Landscapers 4,600 6,400 12,000 23,000 
Slapdash Cleaning - - 3,200 3,200 
Tuck Fabrics - - 4,600 4,600 
Winston Watches 6,700 790 560 8,050 

Total 138,000 137,290 147,020 422,310 
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2. Sort By Total Value

- Sort by Column e (total value over the last three years)

There are many other considerations when doing this analysis but for this exercise let’s 
keep it really simple and look at the total combined value of the client over the last three 
years. That includes the total amount they’ve spent with you each year on your entire 
product/service range.

3. Divide your customer values into four or five tiers

- These tiers are arbitrary, set by you, so just define them into logical groupings

- In our example over the page, the logical tiers have been defined as:

- Tier 1: 50-100K

- Tier 2: 20-50K

- Tier 3: 10-20K

- Tier 4: <10K
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CLIENT VALUE ASSESSMENT - for Amiable Accountants Inc.

Value Value Value Total
Client Name 3 Years Ago 2 Years Ago Last Year Value

Poseidon Pools 21,200 26,800 33,000 81,000 

Butch Building Company 34,700 22,900 11,800 69,400 

Eaglehawk Ventures 9,800 21,000 28,700 59,500 

Altmodisch Architects 15,000 23,500 17,900 56,400 

Kitsch Kitchens 29,200 8,500 6,600 44,300 

Roughshod Landscapers 4,600 6,400 12,000 23,000 

Horatio Ceramics 2,400 3,900 8,760 15,060 

Nouvelle Catering 2,700 3,000 7,800 13,500 

About Face Cosmetics 2,800 2,600 5,500 10,900 

Winston Watches 6,700 790 560 8,050 

Cinderella Interiors - 7,600 - 7,600 

Diablo Actuaries 6,700 - - 6,700 

ABC Software - 3,200 2,700 5,900 

Machiavelli Marketing - 3,400 2,100 5,500 

Beesting Beauty 1,000 1,900 1,800 4,700 

Tuck Fabrics - - 4,600 4,600 

Slapdash Cleaning - - 3,200 3,200 

Acme Trading 1,200 1,800 - 3,000 

Total 138,000 137,290 147,020 422,310 
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Customer Value Tier # of Customers/Tier Sales Revenue % of Total Sales

50k+ 4 $266,300 63%

20-50k 2 $67,300 16%

10-20k 3 $39,460 9%

<10k 9 $49,250 12%

18 $422,310
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As you can see from this example, 88% of sales revenue comes from 50% of the customer 
base. The other 50% (9 customers) generates 12% of sales.

Breakdown of Your Customers by Value Tiers
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Value Value Value Total

Client Name 3 Years Ago 2 Years Ago Last Year Value

Total - - - -

Client Value Tiers – Your Business
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4. Summarise what you’ve identified:

____% of my customer base generates _____% of revenue 

My ‘ideal’ customers are like those in Tiers ____  

The customers who add little overall value to the revenue and profit of the 
company are in Tiers ____

Where we need to be focusing to get better results are on our ‘ideal’ 
customers worth around $_____ per year in sales revenue

Note: Many customers may start small, in a low tier, and grow to become your best and 
most valuable customers. You will need to evaluate each customer in terms of the tier it is 
currently in and the tier it could grow into.

It also needs to be said that if you take your eye off this analysis and aren’t close enough to 
all your most valuable customers, you may miss the fact that you are about to lose one. 
This happens for many reasons: they get acquired, they sell, they no longer need your 
services as the project/original need has been fulfilled, etc.
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You may have multiple streams of revenue from different products, services, or different 
brands.

You may develop them in-house, or sell someone else’s products.

Either way, it’s not just about the sales revenue. What’s also important is the contribution these 
products make to your margin.

Some products deliver more to your business with less effort while others consume resources 
and add complexity to your business.

Here’s an example to highlight this over the page….
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2. Asses the value of your PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Total

Sales Revenue 5,675,000 2,100,000 4,750,000 1,135,000 13,660,000

COGS 2,270,000 924,000 2,137,500 703,700 6,035,200

Margin $ 3,405,000 1,176,000 2,612,500 431,300 7,624,800

Margin % 60% 56% 55% 38%

% of Total Margin 45% 15% 34% 6%

% of Total Sales 42% 15% 35% 8% 100%

Note:
1. Product 1 is clearly the superstar contributing 3.4M and 45% of the total operating margin, and 

42% to total sales.

2. Products 2 and 3 are strong performers with healthy margins and sales results.

3. On the other hand, the ‘danger’ is product 4 – it only contributes only 8% to sales and 6% to the 
company’s overall margin.  

4. This scenario can occur, for example, where the good performers are the company’s own 
products, and the lower margin products are third party products.

5. Decisions about which products to keep and which to divest need to be made in the larger context 
of all considerations.

Example: Margin Contribution Analysis by Product 
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Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Total

Sales Revenue 5,675,000 2,100,000 4,750,000 1,135,000 13,660,000

COGS 2,270,000 924,000 2,137,500 703,700 6,035,200

Margin $ 3,405,000 1,176,000 2,612,500 431,300 7,624,800

Margin % 60% 56% 55% 38%

% of Total Margin 45% 15% 34% 6%

% of Total Sales 42% 15% 35% 8% 100%

SKUs 13 41 35 88 177

% of Total SKUs 7% 23% 20% 50% 100%

Note:
1. If these products are all tangible and have stock keep units, another factor to consider is how many 

SKUs exist for each product line. This inventory needs to be stored, picked and packed, replenished, 
kept track of and reported on. This costs money, requires people and systems and infrastructure, 
and can add considerable complexity to your business if not managed well.

2. If we add SKUs to this example we can further see that our star product is a tight product range with 
only 13 SKUs , whereas our ‘danger’ product not only has low margins but carries 50% of the 
company’s total SKUs.

Example: Margin Contribution Analysis by Product 
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ACTION PLAN

1. Simply fill in the boxes for your own product/service range. If you don’t have access 
to this information, ask your accountant to provide a contribution analysis for all your 
products.

2. The following matrix is blank for you to fill in….
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Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Total

Sales Revenue

COGS

Margin $

Margin %

% of Total Margin

% of Total Sales

SKUs

% of Total SKUs
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ACTION PLAN
3. Summarise your results:

The star products that contribute the most to our operating margin are 
____________________________________________________________________

The products that require the most management and overheads are 
____________________________________________________________________

If we factor in the real cost of managing our different products (people, warehouse, 
reporting, compliance etc), which products are the low performers 
____________________________________________________________________

Which products are the strong/reliable performers ____________________________

We need to focus more on which products ___________________________________ 

We will do further analysis to identify whether we gradually divest /reduce/replace which 
products _________________________________________________________________
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This exercise is designed to show you the return you are making on your team as a whole.

You expect a return on investment from all the assets and resources employed by your 
company.

You need a return on investment from your people.

If you have too many employees relative to your company’s turnover, your costs are going 
to be higher than they need to be.

The goal is a balancing act between minimising costs, operating as efficiently as you can 
(good people, good systems and processes, good reporting on key performance indicators), 
and having the right number of people employed for the current level of business you’re 
doing.
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2. Assess the contribution of your PEOPLE
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ACTION PLAN
1. Measuring revenue per employee and profit per employee are good indicators to use

o What they tell you is how many people you are using to get the results you are getting

o Your headcount will rise to both drive and support your sales revenue, but it needs to be 
relative

o If your indicators are declining year on year as your turnover grows, it means you’re being 
less efficient in your use of resources. It often means you haven’t streamlined your 
procedures and put better systems in place to support growth. 

o Business owners often ‘throw people’ at problems rather than solve the problems and 
make the business run more efficiently first. This combination of not having good systems, 
and adding more and more people to help manage your business, is a recipe for 
increasing complexity and costs.

2. You’ve already done this for strategy 1, so again refer to your total sales revenue figures for 
the last 3-5 years

3. Also note down the total people employed (full time equivalent) for each of the 
corresponding years
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Revenue 3 
years ago

Revenue 2 
years ago

Revenue last 
year

Projected revenue 
this year

6,100,000 7,500,000 10,000,000 12,000,000

No. of employees 16 19 17 17

Revenue per employee 381,250 395,000 588,00 706,000

Net Profit 550,000 600,000 1,000,000 2,000,000

Net profit per employee 34,375 31,578 58,823 117,647

Note:
1. What this shows is that revenue per employee is climbing. Sales have virtually doubled with 

approximately the same number of people over the 3-4 years

2. Profit has grown considerably overall and per employee, which would indicate that the company is 
doing things far more efficiently with the same number of people

3. It could also indicate that the current team are being pushed to their limits and more people now 
need to be brought on board.

4. The only way for you to fully assess that is to a) talk to your team and get their feedback; assess 
their performance and stress levels, and b) assess how smoothly your operations are working

Example : Revenue & Profit per Employee
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4. Summary of your findings:

• Our average revenue per employee has been (circle which one):

- Constant

- Increasing

- Decreasing

• Average profit per employee has been:

- Constant

- Increasing

- Decreasing

• I know the causes behind the trends in our indicators – yes/no

• Our business is no more/ somewhat / a lot more complex than it was a few 

years ago

• Our overall operations run very smoothly / somewhat smoothly / with more 

and more glitches

• We may need to increase/reduce the number of employees

• We may need to improve our systems and efficiencies – yes/no
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Next Steps

Based on the findings from your three strategies, what actions could you implement now to 
reduce the complexity in your business, improve the overall performance, or take the 
summary points from this Strategic Mini-Makeover to the next stage?

1. _________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________________

6. _________________________________________________________
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Thank you for taking the time to work through this Strategic Mini-Review. I hope it shed 
some light on what may be driving the complexity in your business, what needs to change 
and how your focus may need to shift.

By using these three mini-strategies to delve into what’s really going on in your business, 
you will at least have an indicator of some of the priorities you may decide to focus on and 
address.

If you feel overwhelmed going through this exercise, then just focus on one strategy at a 
time.

With the ‘Next Steps’ I really recommend you set some timeframes around those actions 
and schedule them into your diary. Get help if you need to.

Good luck and make today the day you start to take control of your business and get it to 
work the way you want it to!
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Conclusion
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